[Post-traumatic carpal collapse (SLAC- and SNAC-wrist)--stage classification and therapeutic possibilities].
Longstanding scaphoid nonunion or scapholunate ligament injuries can lead to carpal collapse. SLAC-wrist (scapholunate advanced collapse) following scapholunate dissociation and SNAC-wrist (scaphoid nonunion advanced collapse) after missed fusion of scaphoid fracture should be differentiated. Severity of degenerative changes is classified by three stages. In stage I where arthrosis is limited to the radial styloid reconstructive procedures of the scaphoid or scapholunate ligament are the treatment of choice. In stage II including arthrosis of the radioscaphoid joint and stage III with additional arthrosis in the midcarpal joint these procedures are excluded. Salvage procedures preserving wrist mobility like midcarpal fusion or proximal row carpectomy are preferable to total wrist fusion which represents the last line of defence.